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Main features - In Graphics, add curves with powerful Boolean calculation features. The program is designed to
work in an integrated and clean way with other software. it is highly customizable. i guess archiSuite (which i

understand is the collection of graphisoft addons) used to be just a package of addons. it never struck me as a
standalone program before.I just downloaded it, and tried the classic mode. the rocks and plants behaved

according to their weight, which was immediately obvious. the construction set and the development section were
much like it should have been. terracast, as expected, was a bit different (we all know about the difference in the
modeler), and the roofs and floors which are so important to our work were a bit harder to manipulate. however, it

is still in the stage of development. The question is how does the new ArchiSuite work with the current batch of
build of CAD ArchiCAD? - Is this a standalone software that updates are applied to the file ArchiCAD.c32?ArchiCAD

16 Build 3006 x64 is the version we are using. Every year the software gets more user friendly, but if it isn't
upgraded, by the end of the year, the software developers have to make a new purchase of the software because
some hardware component that does not work efficiently anymore. Thanks for your interest. Unfortunately, Due to
the overwhelming demand for the ArchiSuite we are no longer offering it as part of the Cigraph ArchiCAD 16.0.0.0
Build 3006. Not sure if it is ever going to come back, so it probably is to early to say. If you'd still like to try it, let

us know and we will get back to you to see if it might be feasible. You can find it here:
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